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Active Server Pages



ASP.NET



The Web 1999-2009

 Web standards evolve and strengthen

HTML XHTML

JavaScriptCSS

AJAX



Unsolved Mysteries

=>



Viewstate



Client HTML



Competition

 Convention over configuration

 Separation of concerns

 Clean URLs and markup



ASP.NET MVC Design Goals

 Does not replace web forms

 An alternative project type

 Still runs on ASP.NET!!!

 Caching, modules, master pages, providers, handlers, session state …

 Embrace the web

 No illusions of state – no page lifecycle

 Clean URLs and clean HTML

 Extensible

 Pluggable view engines 

 Controller factories

 Testable

 Maintains a strict separation of concerns



MVC – The Pattern

Controller

Model View



MVC Routing

 System.Web.Routing

 Part of ASP.NET and released with .NET 3.5 SP1

 Directs incoming request to an MVC controller

 Define routes during application startup

 Map URLs to controller action with parameters

routes.MapRoute(

"Default",                      // Route name

"{controller}/{action}/{id}",   // URL with parameters

new { 

controller = "Home", 

action = "Index", 

id = ""

}  // Parameter defaults



MVC Controllers

 Public methods are “actions”

 Method invoked by ASP.NET once it determines the proper route

 Controller can build the model and place in ViewData

 Return value of ActionResult tells the framework where to go next

public class HomeController : Controller

{

public ActionResult Index()

{

ViewData["Title"] = "Home Page";

ViewData["Message"] = "Welcome to ASP.NET MVC!";

return View("Home");

}



Controller & View Conventions

 Controllers folder

 Recommended location for 

controllers. 

 Controller type name must end 

with Controller (thus omitted from 

the route). 

 Views folder

 Recommended location for views

 .aspx, .ascx, .master files

 Subfolders for every controller

 Shared folder contains views 

used by multiple controllers



View Rendering

 Views are .aspx files

 Derive from ViewPage, which derives from Page

 Have a ViewData dictionary property populated from the controller

 Still use markup, can still contain server-side script

 No server-side form required

 No __VIEWSTATE

 No control state

 Strongly typed views

 Derive from ViewPage<T> instead of ViewPage

 Generic type parameter represents the type of the model.



Simple View

<%@ Page Language="C#“

MasterPageFile="~/Views/Shared/Site.Master" %>

<asp:Content ID="indexContent"

ContentPlaceHolderID="MainContent"

runat="server">

<h2><%= Html.Encode(ViewData["Message"]) %></h2>

</asp:Content>



ViewPage<T>

public class ProcessController : Controller

{

public ActionResult Index()

{

var data = from p in Process.GetProcesses()

select p;

return View(data);

}

}
public partial class Index : 

ViewPage<IEnumerable<System.Diagnostics.Process>>

<% foreach (var process in ViewData.Model) { %>

<li>

<%= Html.Encode(process.ProcessName) %>

</li>

<% } %>



View Helpers

 Helpers available via properties of ViewPage

Property Class Description

Ajax AjaxHelper Invoke controller actions asychronously

and update client content

Html HtmlHelper Create anchor tags, encode HTML

Url UrlHelper Create URLs to invoke controller actions

<%= Html.ActionLink("About Us", "About", "Home")%>

<a href=“/Home/About”>About Us</a>



Action Filters

 Action filters are attributes applied to action methods

 Can execute code before and after action method

 Authorization

 Error handling

 Localization

 Logging

 Built in filter - OutputCacheAttribute

 Custom filters built by inheriting from ActionFilterAttribute



Unit Testing

 A Focus for ASP.NET MVC 

 MVC Project Wizard can create associated test project

 Plays well with custom test frameworks

 NUnit, XUnit, MBUnit

 No hard dependencies

 HttpContext was a problem in testing web forms code-behind logic

 MVC uses abstract base classes and interfaces

 Can be mocked or stubbed for testing

 IViewEngine

 HttpSessionStateBase

 HttpContextBase



Resources

 Download ASP.NET MVC - http://aspnet.codeplex.com/

 ASP.NET 1.0

 ASP.NET 2.0 Preview 2

 License – Microsoft Public License (MS-PL)

 Also check out:

 MVCContrib (http://mvccontrib.org/)

 MVC T4 Tempalte (http://aspnet.codeplex.com)
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